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Last week, Easter morning we began in the dark as Mary approached Jesus’ tomb.  Our reading 

this morning also begins in the dark, but it is the evening of that very same day. And it isn’t 

Mary who approaches, it is Jesus who appears to some of the disciples who are hiding in the 

dark,    grieving their loss,  hurting and trembling in fear,  wondering what will happen to them.                                                                                                                 

And then Jesus is among them, wounds and all, speaking peace and breathing God’s living Spirit 

into them. Telling them, “Your grief and fear…the tomb… these walls and locked doors cannot 

bind the living God. Now you, YOU, share God’s purpose.  You go beyond these walls.”       

And we try to imagine that moment, when their fear and grief is infused with new life and 

purpose. After all, they sound pretty convinced as they tell Thomas the impossible - they have 

seen Jesus! 

In our first reading we get an idea of who Thomas is.  Jesus has been explaining that he will be 

leaving, yet they will find him, they will follow him, because they know who he is and where he 

is going. But Thomas, in order to stay close to Jesus, in an attempt to understand what he is 

telling them pushes back, saying – “wait, I don’t understand, we don’t know where you are 

going. How can we know the way?”   

And Jesus has answered with those words:  I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life…through me, 

in me, you know the Way the Truth and the Life… through me, you know and see God.                                                                                                                                     

The Thomas who heard these words is the same Thomas who will recognize the ultimate and 

say, “My Lord AND my God.   

 Now, we don’t know why Thomas wasn’t with them that night when Jesus appeared to the 

others.  We don’t know why he wasn’t there hiding and grieving with his friends. But we do 

know he wants to know more, he wants to see Jesus like they did, scars and all.                                                                                           

We don’t know where he was during the rest of that week. But we can imagine he was inundated 

with the stories, exclamations, - the description the other disciples gave of the resurrected Jesus 

they encountered.  I mean really, how could they NOT want to tell?!  I mean really, wouldn’t 

you want to tell?   Don’t you want to talk about it? 
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But Thomas has already made his disclaimer, “unless I see…”     

Yet, from what we already know about Thomas - he must have spent that week wondering how 

to see the Way, the Truth and the Life in in what they were telling him. They say they saw him, 

scars and all. 

And then we hear Jesus offer himself, his scars in particular to Thomas.                                

What is it about those scars that somehow carry hope and life?  Why would this Gospel have 

God carrying those scars into resurrected life?  

We can readily draw a connection between breath and life.  But why scars?  How do those scars 

on the body of the resurrected Christ help us understand hope?  

 The Easter morning appearance told us nothing of scars, but there they are as Jesus comes to 

them that night   and when he comes to Thomas a week later. 

Is it possible that the wonder and glory of Easter morning might slip through our fingers as the 

hours and days of our lives move on?  Is it possible that we will have times in our life where we 

will cry out, “I believe, help me with my unbelief!” I believe, but I do not know how to see You 

when the Way is not clear, when Truth is not spoken, and the abundant Life you offer seems 

limited by what we do to each other. 

Jesus’ scars speak directly to this with a deep and everlasting cry that says again, I  AM  WITH  

YOU.                                                                                                                                                   

I believe this is what Thomas was longing to know when he said he wouldn’t believe without 

seeing and touching those marks, those wounds.  In this way, Thomas acknowledges the need we 

have to embrace the glory and eternal hope of the resurrection - yet to live it in the very real 

every day events of life.   

Those scars help us understand the living Body of Christ here and now. 

This “Body of Christ” image is a phrase the Apostle Paul gives to describe God’s church in the 

world.  Every part of the “body” necessary to make up the whole. Eyes and ears, hands and feet, 

and from our reading this morning, yes even scars.     

The scars that carry those signs of life lived. And in this image of the living Christ that the 

disciples and then Thomas encountered… this one whose scars remain …we are reminded again 

of how much God loves us.  That God came into the flesh as a vulnerable dependent child.  And 

lived and went through death, in the flesh. 

 

We are reminded, by those scars from the cross we are joined with Jesus as he says, “as my 

father sent me, now I send you.”  The vulnerability we carry, those things that have caused us 
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pain, those things that we wish were not so for ourselves, for loved ones, for strangers are held in 

God’s heart. 

A while ago, the Tuesday book group read a couple books by Father Gregory Boyle who writes 

of his experience of living, loving, befriending, and working with people who are - or were - 

gang members in Los Angeles through an organization called Homeboy Industries.  While Boyle 

may be the author, he writes of the way God is seen and active through their lives.  How his own 

life is deepened and healed by them.                                                                                              

On speaking engagements, he often invites a few individuals to share their story.  

As I reflected on the reading for this morning, I was reminded of a man named Jose, who told the 

story of terrible abuse during his childhood and how he would go to school wearing layers of t-

shirts to cover the open wounds and scars. And that even into his adult life he continued wearing 

these layers because he was ashamed of his scars. But now he lives a resurrected life, working 

with Father Boyle, helping others leave the gang life, helping others see God active in their life.                                                                                                                                                      

In closing Jose speaks of those scars saying, “But now I welcome my wounds. I run my fingers 

over my scars. My wounds are my friends. After all, how can I help heal the wounded, if I don’t 

welcome my own wounds?” 

And we feel a bit of the breath of Christ breathed through Jose and his story.  His story helped 

me hear again in a new way that promise of Jesus, “As my father sent me, now I send you.” 

We carry the breath of the Holy Spirit.  We carry our scars into this life God sends us.  I know 

that some of the wounds and scars I carry are fully a part of the life and ministry God calls me 

toward… how about you?   

I know that thousands of years after those disciples huddled in grief and fear, thousands of years 

after Jesus appeared to them, part of what helps me continue to believe and live a resurrected life  

is the grace that comes through seeing, touching and interacting with the Body of Christ inside 

this room and with God’s beloved beyond these walls. 

Last Sunday,  in this room we breathed in the scent of flowers,  breathed in and were inspired by 

the music, the setting, the sermon and depiction of the risen Jesus and the dawn of recognition 

that came to Mary. 

But also last Sunday our hearts ached at the beginning of news of churches and other places - and 

most importantly people’s lives, wounded or taken by bombings in Sri Lanka.   

And somehow, all around the world another day dawned, and another, as we try again to 

embrace the hope of the resurrection. As we, like Thomas ask God to show us the Way, the 

Truth and the Life. 

  

We live in a loud, confusing, competitive world. A world that at times we want only to shut our 

doors on - for fear of disruption, for fear of decisions and commitment, for fear that maybe we 

don’t have what it takes to make a difference.  Maybe for some it is the fear that if people really 
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knew us, they wouldn’t be persuaded that God is at the center of our lives.  Yet something about 

the scars - that Thomas wants as proof - reminds us that God IS in it all.                                                                                                                           

That God was there in Sri Lanka as well as our beautiful peace filled sanctuary. That God is with 

us even when are broken, wounded.  And that God loves and wants to use everything we are to 

be that evidence of love in the world… that breath that breaths of resurrection life - that is 

something new and renewing.                               

We are not called to hide behind closed doors, or even the doors of this beautiful place when we 

hear Jesus say, “As my father sent me, so I send you.”   

Speak peace into the lives of others and it will breath back into your own. Receive what God is 

offering, the acknowledgement that scars can be redeemed, the grace of forgiveness and the call 

to do the same. Receive the Way the Truth and the Life, it is yours everlasting.   

Amen. 

  

 


